Abstract. We analyze the Euler discretization to a class of linear-quadratic optimal control problems. First we show convergence of order h for the optimal values, where h is the mesh size. Under the additional assumption that the optimal control has bang-bang structure we show that the discrete and the continuous controls coincide except on a set of measure O( √ h). Under a slightly stronger assumption on the smoothness of the coefficients of the system equation we obtain an error estimate of order O(h).
Introduction
We consider the following linear-quadratic control problem:
s.t. x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) ∀
where f is a linear-quadratic cost functional defined by
(t) T W (t)x(t) + w(t) T x(t) + r(t) T u(t)dt.
Here, u(t) ∈ R m is the control, and x(t) ∈ R n is the state of a system at time t. Further Q is a symmetric and positive semidefinite n × n-matrix, q ∈ R n , and the functions W : [ Our aim is to derive error estimates for the Euler discretization of problem (OQ). There are some papers dealing with Euler approximations to nonlinear control problems (see e.g. [3, 13, 15, 14, 23] and the papers cited therein). The analysis in these papers is based on the assumption that the optimal control is Lipschitz continuous. Since an optimal control for (OQ) has typically bang-bang structure this assumption is not satisfied. For bang-bang controls only simple convergence results have been obtained (see e.g. [6] and the papers cited therein).
There are also a number of articles dealing with set-valued Euler's method for nonlinear differential inclusions ( [12] , [32] , [9] , [8] , [7] ) which prove order of convergence equal to 1 for the approximation of the reachable set. From this fact the same order of convergence can be concluded for the approximation of the state and of the optimal value (see [30] ).
Veliov [31] seems to be the only paper dealing with error estimates for control problems with control appearing linearly. In contrast to problem (OQ) he considers problems with a possibly nonlinear cost functional of Mayer type. His approach is based on Runge-Kutta methods of at least third order local consistency. In a recent paper [4] we have shown that for linear control problems with an optimal control of bang-bang structure the discrete and continuous controls coincide except on a set of measure O(h), where h is the mesh size of the discretization. Here we extend this result to linear-quadratic control problems. The analysis in [4] is based on the fact that for linear problems the adjoint equation does not depend on the state and can therefore be solved independently. Here we use a different approach based on a second-order condition known from the stability analysis [17] of bang-bang controls (compare also [25, 24] ).
For elliptic control problems an approach similar to the one presented here has been developed recently in [10] . Errors for the controls are obtained also based on a variant of a stability condition used in the context of parameter dependent control problems in Felgenhauer [17] - [20] . Another variant of these conditions has been used in [11] in the context of bang-bang solutions for parabolic control problems.
The organization of the paper is as follows. After this introduction we define in Section 2 the Euler discretization for Problem (OQ). In Section 3 we derive error estimates for the optimal values for the discretized problems. Assuming that the optimal control is of bang-bang type, we then derive in Section 4 error estimates of order O( √ h) for optimal solutions of the discretized problems. In Section 5 we use slighty stronger assumptions for the problem data in order to show structural stability of the discretized controls and to improve the error estimates for the discretized solutions to order O(h). Finally, we discuss a numerical example.
We use the following notation: R n is the n-dimensional Euclidean space with the inner product denoted by ⟨x, y⟩ and the norm |x| = ⟨x, x⟩ 1/2 . For an m × n-matrix B we denote by ∥B∥ = sup |z|≤1 |Bz| the spectral norm.
and L ∞ (0, T ; R n ) is the Banach space of essentially bounded vector functions with the norm
we denote the Sobolev spaces of absolutely continuous functions
Since the feasible set F is nonempty, closed, convex and bounded, and the cost functional is convex and continuous, a minimizer ( 
Moreover, the cost functional is Lipschitz continuous on F, i.e., there is a constant L f such that
An immediate consequence of the compactness of U , the Lipschitz continuity of A and B as well as the solution formula for linear differential equations, is the existence of a constant K such that for any feasible control u ∈ U and the associated solution x of the system equation we have with some constant L x
This estimate shows that the feasible trajectories are uniformly Lipschitz with Lipschitz modulus L x . Let (x * , u * ) ∈ F be a minimizer of (OQ). Then there exists a function λ ∈ W 1 ∞ (0, T ; R n ) such that the adjoint equation
and the minimum principle
the switching function, it is well-known that (1.4) implies for i ∈ {1, . . . , m} 
Euler Approximation
Given a natural number N , let h N = T /N be the mesh size. We approximate the space X 2 of controls by functions in the subspace X 2,N ⊂ X 2 of piecewise constant functions represented by their values u(t j ) = u j at the gridpoints jh N , j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. Further, we approximate state and adjoint state variables by functions in the subspace X 1,N ⊂ X 1 of continuous, piecewise linear functions represented by their values x(t j ) = x j , λ(t j ) = λ j at the gridpoints jh N , j = 0, 1, . . . , N . Then the Euler discretization of (OQ) is given by
where f N is the linear-quadratic cost functional defined by
By F N we denote the feasible set of (OQ) N .
Definition 2.1. A pair (x
Again, since U is compact there exists a constant L x independent of N such that for any feasible control u h ∈ U and the associated solution x of the discrete system equation seen as a continuous, piecewise linear function we have 
with end condition
h,N + q, and the discrete minimum principle
m we denote the discrete switching function, the continuous and piecewise linear function defined by the values
From (2.4) we obtain for i = 1, . . . , m, j = 0, . . . , N − 1,
Error Estimates for Optimal Values
Without assuming a special structure of the optimal controls we can derive error estimates of order 1 for the optimal values. 
Proof. Let u h be the piecewise constant function defined by the values u(
which shows the first estimate in (3.1). For the L 2 -norm we have
which shows the second estimate in (3.1). Let x h be the solution of the discrete system equation of (OQ) N for u = u h . Then (x h , u h ) ∈ F N and x h is the Euler approximation of x. Since u has bounded variation and x is the solution of the system equation,ẋ has bounded variation. By Sendov/Popov [28, Theorem 6.1] (see also [28, (7) on p. 10]) this implies 
By (1.2) and the boundedness of U we further obtain with some constants
Remark. In many applications the optimal control u * is a piecewise Lipschitz continuous function. In this case u * has bounded variation. 3
with a constant c independent of N and the choice of
Proof. By assumption u h ∈ U. Let z be the solution of the system equation of (OQ)
where
Since u h is bounded and y(t j ) = 0, the functions A, B, are Lipschitz-continuous and the feasible trajectories are Lipschitz uniformly with respect to h N by (2.1), it follows that
with a constant c 1 independent of N and the choice of (x h , u h ). This together witḣ
Proof. It follows from (2.1) and the boundedness of U that there are constants c x , c u independent of N such that
By the definition of f and f N we have
we get by (2.1) and (3.6)
where L w is the Lipschitz modulus of W . Similar results can be easily obtained for I 2 (t) and I 3 (t). Together with (3.7) this implies the assertion.
We can now derive an estimate for the optimal values of solutions. By approximation results for reachable sets (see [12, 30, 31] ), the assumption on the bounded variation of the optimal control in the following theorem could be weakened by demanding only bounded variation and Lipschitz continuity of a corresponding setvalued right-hand side. To avoid additional notations, we include a direct proof for the simpler result needed here (compare [1] ).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 and the boundedness of
By (3.5), (1.1) and (3.9) this implies 
and therefore
). By (3.5), (1.1) and (3.11) this implies
Together with (3.10) we obtain (3.8).
Remark. The constant c in (3.8) depends on the variation of u * , but is independent of N . Since we assume in the following that V 
be the set of active indices for the components of the switching function. In order to get a bang-type structure for the discrete optimal controls we need an additional assumption:
(A2) There existσ > 0,τ > 0 such that
, and all τ ∈ [s j −τ , s j +τ ], and
i.e., σ i changes sign in s j . Assumptions (A1)-(A2) imply uniqueness of the optimal control u * (see the remark following (4.12)).
For 0 < δ ≤τ we define
Let i ∈ {1, . . . , m} be arbitrary, and let
be the set of zeros of σ i and
Since σ i is Lipschitz there exists
We choose 0 <δ ≤τ such that
Then by (A2) for any 0 < δ ≤δ and arbitrary i ∈ {1, . . . , m} we have
The following result is extracted from the proof of Lemma 3.3 in Felgenhauer [17] and forms an important tool for the forthcoming analysis. For the reader's convenience the proof is included. 
if ∥u − u * ∥ 1 ≤ 2γδ, and
Proof. Let (x, u) ∈ F be arbitrary. Since by the minimum principle (1.4) the signs of σ i (t) and u i (t) − u * i (t) coincide it follows from (4.5) that
We choose δ = min{δ, 
Proof. Let (x, u) be feasible for problem (OQ), let (x * , u * ) be optimal, and let λ be the adjoint state. Defining
Since z(0) = 0 we further obtain
Sinceż(t) = A(t)z(t) + B(t)v(t) and λ solves the adjoint equation, this implies
The assertion now follows from Lemma 4.1.
Since x * solves the state equation for u * and x solves the state equation for u, we haveẋ
and
with some constant c. Together with (4.9), (4.10) we obtain with some constant α > 0
for any feasible pair (x, u) with ∥u − u * ∥ 1 ≤ 2γδ, and
for any feasible pair (x, u) with ∥u − u * ∥ 1 > 2γδ.
Remark. (compare [17] , Theorem 2.2) These estimates also imply uniqueness of the solution of (OQ). If (x, u) ∈ F is an arbitrary solution of (OQ), then f (x, u) = f (x * , u * ). By (4.11) resp. (4.12) we then obtain (x, u) = (x * , u * ). 3
Hölder type error estimates.
Based on the estimate (4.11) for the optimal values we now prove error estimates for the optimal controls. To this end we proceed similar to [2] (compare also [26] ) and prove Hölder type error estimates first. with a constant c 1 independent of N . By (4.11) and (4.12) we have with some constantα independent of N (4.14)
As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 letû h be the piecewise constant function defined by the valuesû h (t j ) = u * (t j ), j = 0, . . . , N − 1. Thenû h ∈ U, and by (3.1)
Letx h be the solution of the discrete system equation of (OQ) N for u j =û h,j .
, and (see (3.3)) (4.17) max
Estimating V 
with a constant c 3 independent of N . By (4.14), (4.15) this implies 
N , further, the associated multipliers can be estimated by
Proof. It remains to show (4.20) . To this end we prove that for sufficiently large N
with a constant c λ independent of N . We denote by Φ the matrix function forming the fundamental solution of the adjoint system
Further we denote by µ h the solution of the adjoint equation
This implies
with some constant c 1 independent of N . Furthermore, we havė
With
Together with (3.6) it follows, thatμ h has bounded variation uniformly with respect to h. By [28, 1.3 (7) and Theorem 6.1] this implies that (4.24) max
where ν h is the Euler discretization of equation (4.21) with end condition (4.22) . Further, it can be easily shown that for sufficiently large N
holds with a constant c ν independent of N . Together with (4.23) and (4.24) this implies max 
We now show that the discrete optimal controls are bang-bang except on a set of measure ≤ κh 1 2 N with a constant κ independent of N . To this end we use the following result. A proof for β = 1 can be found in [4] . Proof. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , m} be arbitrary, and let σ i,min be defined by (4.3). Then (4.26) implies
where I + (τ ) is defined by (4.2) . This shows that
if we choose N sufficiently large such that
follows by (A2) and (4.26) that
Defining k
with a constant κ independent of N . For sufficently large N we then have
and it follows from (4.
]. Thus, defining
we have shown that
By (2.6) this implies for any discrete optimal control u * h that u 
Structural stability and improved error estimates
Let again i ∈ {1, . . . , m} be arbitrary and let τ j ∈ Σ i be a zero of σ i . Then by (4.28), σ h,i has no zero in I + and at least one zero in [t k
]. We show that this zero is unique, i.e. u * h has the same structure as u * , if we we replace Assumption (A2) by the following slightly stronger assumption:
(A3) The matrix function B is differentiable,Ḃ is Lipschitz continuous, and there existsσ > 0 such that
Since λ satisfies the adjoint equation,λ is Lipschitz continuous, and therefore, if (A3) holds,σ is also Lipschitz continuous. Therefore,τ > 0 can be chosen such that for all i ∈ I(s j )
which shows that Assumption (A3) implies (A2).
Based on Assumption (A3) one easily obtains an error estimate for the derivative of the switching function. The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 2.6 in [4] and hence omitted. 
with a constantc σ independent of N . 3
We now show that the error estimates of the last section can be improved, if (A3) holds. To this end let i ∈ I(s j ), i.e. σ i (s j ) = 0. From (5.1) and (5.2) we obtain for sufficiently large N
. This implies that σ h,i is strictly increasing or decreasing on [s j −τ , s j +τ ]. Since σ h,i (s j −τ )σ h,i (s j +τ ) ̸ = 0, it follows that σ h,i has exactly one zero s h,j in [s j − τ , s j +τ ]. This shows that σ h has the same structure as σ (finitely many isolated zeros of its components). Note that this does not imply uniqueness of the discrete optimal controls, since it may happen that one of the zeros is a discretization point and therefore σ h,i (t j ) = 0 for some i, j.
By ( We assume that Assumptions (A1), (A3) are satisfied, so that, as shown above, σ h has the same structure as σ. Let (x * , u * ) be the optimal solution for Problem (OQ) and (x * h , u * h ) an optimal solution for Problem (OQ) N . As in (4.1) we define for 0 < δ ≤τ
be the set of zeros of σ h,i and
Since σ h,i is Lipschitz, there exists
It then follows from the continuity of σ h,i , (4.3) and Corollary 4.4 that for sufficiently large N
Moreover, by (5.3) and the Lipschitz continuity ofσ i we have
We choose 0 <δ ≤τ such thatδσ
Note thatδ is independent of N . Then it follows that for 0 ≤ δ ≤δ
For τ ι ∈ Σ h,i we define
Then t k2 − t k1 ≤ 2(δ + h N ). Further we define
Now let (x, u) ∈ F N and i ∈ {1, . . . , m} be arbitrary. Then the discrete minimum principle (2.4) implies that the signs of σ h,i (t) and u i (t) − u * h,i (t) coincide at the grid points. Therefore
Moreover, we have
We now make the special choice u =û h ∈ X 2,N , whereû is defined by the valueŝ u h (t j ) = u * (t j ), j = 0, . . . , N − 1 (compare the proof of Lemma 3.1). Then we havê u h ∈ U, and by (3.1)
Together with (4.19) this implies
for sufficiently large N . With
we obtain from (5.10)
Now we consider two cases. If
we have a discrete error estimate of order 1. Otherwise we have
We can now adapt known proof techniques (see e.g. [27, 22, 5] ) to derive an upper bound for J N . By Assumption (A1) the optimal control u * is piecewise continuous. Therefore the minimum principle (1.4) holds for all t ∈ [0, T ] (see e.g. [21] ). With t = t j and u = u *
The term J N,1 can be estimated by
In order to estimate J N,2 let z h be the solution of the discrete system equation for u =û h , i.e.,
with initial condition z h (0) = a, and let µ h be the solution of the associated discrete adjoint equation, i.e.,
for j = 0, . . . , N − 1 with end condition
where c is a constant independent of N (compare the proof of Lemma 3.1), and
Using (5.15), J N,4 can be estimated by
We now show J N,3 ≤ 0. By the definition of z h we have
for j = 0, . . . , N − 1. Using this, the term J N,3 can be written in the form
By the definition of µ h we have
for j = 0, . . . , N − 1. Using this, we further obtain
By the end conditions (2.3) and (5.14) this implies
Since the matrices W (t j ), j = 0, . . . , N , and Q are positive semidefinite, this shows J N,3 ≤ 0. Together with (5.13) we obtain
h ∥ 1 with some constantc independent of N . We can now state a first order error estimate for the discrete solutions improving the results of Theorem 4.3 under the stronger assumption (A3). Since τ is a zero of σ(t) = λ 2 (t) we must have σ(τ ) = λ 2 (τ ) = 0, i.e., −τ 3 + 15τ 2 − 75.5τ + 123.5 = 0.
This implies τ ≈ 3.5174292. Fig. 1 shows the discrete optimal control u * h and the discrete switching function σ h for N = 240. 3.5250 Table 1 shows the bounds of the discretization interval, where the discrete switching function changes sign, for different values of N . The results confirm the error estimates (5.20) .
